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Abstract

In communication systems and networks� important performance measures include the error
or fault probabilities related to the inability of the system to sustain a desirable operating
state� These probabilities are typically low� in the range of ���� or less� In many cases�
it is not possible to �nd analytical expressions for such probabilities� Monte Carlo simula

tion quickly becomes intractable due to the low probabilities involved� although Importance
Sampling IS� techniques have been used as a means of increasing simulation e�ciency� Para

metric IS methods are not very e�ective in cases where the input processes are characterized
by uniform input distributions e�g�� random delays�� which arise frequently in communica

tion systems and networks� In this paper� we present a conditional IS scheme for systems
with input processes that can be characterized by uniform input distributions� The scheme
adaptively modi�es an initial biasing strategy as samples are taken and also incorporates a
problem speci�c component that enables the algorithm to be applied to a diverse set of prob

lems� The overall approach is more e�ective than parametrically biasing the uniform input
distributions� We use the conditional biasing algorithm to estimate rare jitter probabilities
in ATM switches for CBR sources multiplexed with heterogeneous background VBR and
CBR sources� For the experimental systems considered� we observe that the improvement
in simulation e�ciency is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated� �

�This work was supported by the Center for Advanced Computing and Communication� North Carolina

State University�
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� Introduction

In communication systems and networks� some important performance measures are the error
or fault probabilities related to the inability of the system to sustain a desirable operating
state� Examples include bit error probabilities� cell loss probabilities and excessive delay
and jitter probabilities� These probabilities are typically low� in the range of ���� or less�
In many cases� it is not possible to �nd analytical expressions for such probabilities� Monte
Carlo MC� simulation quickly becomes intractable due to the low probabilities involved�
One alternative is to use Importance Sampling IS� as a means of improving simulation
e�ciency without loss of validity�

Importance Sampling simulation involves modifying or �biasing� the input distributions
in a known way to cause more errors or faults in the system� The �nal result is properly
weighted to obtain an unbiased estimate� Several methods of IS biasing have been used in
the literature� Variance Scaling ��� and Mean Translation ��� are examples of methods which
parametrically modify the input distributions� Large Deviations Theory has also been used
to arrive at optimal biasing parameters ��� and generally involves numerical solutions� IS
biasing methods have also been developed for Markov Chains ��� 	�� For complex systems
for which an optimal bias cannot be found analytically� stochastic methods have been used
to arrive at near
optimum bias points ��� ��� However� the above methods which involve the
modi�cation of the parameters of the input distributions are not very e�ective when these
distributions are uniform� which arise frequently in communication systems and networks�

In this paper� we present a conditional Importance Sampling scheme for systems with
input processes characterized by uniform input distributions e�g�� random delays�� After
selecting an initial biasing strategy� this scheme employs a conditional biasing algorithm
which adaptively modi�es the biasing strategy as samples are taken� thus increasing e�ciency
and simulation speed� The overall scheme also employs a problem
dependent function to
select the initial and modi�ed biasing methods� This problem speci�c component allows
the algorithm to be suitably adapted to the requirements of a diverse set of problems that
are characterized by uniform input distributions� The combined approach is more e�ective
than parametrically modifying the uniform distributions since it allows for noncontiguous
sample sets� Contrary to the contiguous sets required for parametrically biasing the uniform
distributions� the noncontiguous sets are smaller and target important events more e�ciently�

To demonstrate the technique� we use conditional biasing to estimate rare jitter probabil

ities in ATM switches with constant bit rate CBR� tra�c multiplexed with heterogeneous
background tra�c which can consist of variable bit rate VBR� tra�c and other CBR tra�c�

After presenting some assumptions and a general Importance Sampling problem de�

nition� we introduce the conditional biasing algorithm� Subsequently� we present the ap

plication of the conditional biasing algorithm to estimate rare jitter probabilities in ATM
switches� This paper� in e�ect� generalizes the IS scheme presented in ���� which was used to
estimate rare jitter probabilities for the case of CBR tra�c multiplexed with homogeneous
background VBR tra�c� The scheme presented here can be used to estimate rare jitter
probabilities for the case of CBR tra�c multiplexed with heterogeneous background tra�c�
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which can consist of di�erent types of VBR and CBR sources� The IS scheme presented
here incorporates conditional biasing and is more e�cient than the one used in ���� For the
experimental systems considered� for which the background tra�c consists of di�erent com

binations of VBR and CBR tra�c� the improvement in simulation e�ciency speedup over
Monte Carlo simulation� is observed to be inversely proportional to the probability being
estimated�

� Assumptions

We assume that the system consists of generic discrete elements typically inputs� �� In the
setting of communication systems and networks� these elements can refer to pulses� cells�
bursts� customers etc� For every element �� there is an associated random variable X� which
is uniformly distributed over the sample set S� We refer to X as the corresponding �entries�
of �� In the setting of communication systems and networks� X can typically refer to the
arrival positions of the elements� The set S is discrete and �nite� with cardinality jSj� There
is a norm k � k de�ned on S� which induces a total ordering � �� such that if x� y � S� then
x � y if and only if kxk � kyk� Furthermore� �x� y � S� x �� y� either x � y or y � x� The
elements x� y � S are realizations of X� We will consider x� y � S� x � y to be contiguous if
and only if � �z � S such that x � z � y� A subset T of S is contiguous in S if and only if
for any elements x� y contiguous in T and for which x � y� � �z � S nT such that x � z � y�

The randomness in the system can then be described by the collection � ��X �� We
consider the estimation of small probabilities rare event probabilities� which indicate impor

tant events� For brevity� we use the term �stressed condition� to refer to the situation which
occurs when the elements � are forced into subsets that cause important events� Typically�
the sets that result in the occurrence of important events are not known a priori and the
elements are forced into larger subsets that are known to contain the important events� For
example� in communication systems and networks� probabilities such as packet loss� high
delay� high interference etc� are all due to a stressed condition of the system� This stressed
condition can be typically described through the collection � ��X � by a metric d�� de�ned
on S�

� Importance Sampling

For the given system� assume that the number of elements � is �xed at N � Then� the
randomness can be concisely represented by a vector X which corresponds to N di�erent
entries of the inputs �� Let � be the sample space of all vectors X� Since there are N elements
which have entries uniformly distributed on the set S� � � SN and the cardinality of � is
given by j�j � jSjN � The set � contains the realizations of X and represents all statistical
outcomes of the system� Rare events correspond to small possibly disjoint� subsets of ��

Assume we are interested in a function gX� which involves rare important events� Then�
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an important probability for the system is given by�

P �
EfgX�g

EfhX�g
��

Usually� hX� does not correspond to rare events and is either deterministic or can be
estimated by conventional Monte Carlo techniques� Furthermore� hX� can be estimated
independently of gX� ���� Let the subset of � that contains all important events be denoted
by �g�

For gX�� we have the following�

EfgX�g �
X
x��

gx�fXx� ��

where fXx� is the pmf of X and � is the space of all vectors x� Using Importance Sampling�
we modify or bias the pmf fXx� to f�X�x�� and form the following�

E�fgX�g �
X

x����

gx��f�X�x��wx�� ��

where �� is the space of all biased vectors x� and

wx�� �
fXx��

f�X�x��
��

is the vector
dependent weight function� Note that E�fgX�g � EfgX�g� Here� �� � �
and f�X�x�� � � whenever fXx�� � � for �� to be valid� This condition is equivalent to
�� � �g�

The key to applying Importance Sampling is to determine the biased pmf and the weight
function� In this paper� we present a conditional biasing scheme for the case where the vector
X consists of independent and identically distributed uniform random variables on S�

� Conditional Biasing

Using Monte Carlo simulation� vectors are independently and uniformly sampled from the
set �� Sampling a vector corresponds to selecting entries from the set S for each of the
N elements� For each sampled vector x� the indicator function gx� indicates whether or
not the important event has occurred� Monte Carlo simulation terminates when a certain
number of hits have been achieved� where a hit refers to a sample for which gx� � �� Hence�
Monte Carlo simulation results in the following estimator for gX��

�EfgX�g �
�

NMC

NMCX
s��

gxs� 	�
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where NMC is the total number of Monte Carlo simulation runs and xs is the vector sampled
at run s� For practical systems of interest and for rare event probabilities� the space �
is large compared to �g and achieving a speci�c number of hits requires excessively many
simulation runs� In fact� for an acceptable accuracy� the number of Monte Carlo simulation
trials required is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated�

The set �g� in its most general sense� is a collection of M possibly disjoint� subsets of
� as follows�

�g � �� � �� � � � � � �M ��

Each of the subsets �i contains realizations of X that cause rare events� Note that due to the
rare nature of the important events� j�gj 	 j�j� Monte Carlo simulation is intractable since
it samples from the set �� The rare events correspond to a stressed condition of the elements
�� The signi�cance of the stressed condition is problem
speci�c and can be characterized for
each problem by a generic function �X� d������ The function ��� is an indicator function
of a stressed condition for the realization X� where the stressed condition is de�ned through
the metric d�� and the ordering �� The stressed conditions de�ned by ��� are necessary for
rare events� but typically not every stressed condition causes a rare event� Thus� it is very
di�cult to analytically identify the sets �i�

Using conditional IS biasing� we sample the individual components of X so as to force
the elements � into a stressed condition de�ned by ���� The biasing scheme is conditional in
that the entry of element n is sampled depending on the entries of elements �� � � � � n
�� The
conditional biasing is performed so as to force the elements � to remain in a stressed condition�
Conditional IS results in a biased sample space �� which contains all realizations of X for
which �X� d����� � � and hence contains the set �g� Thus� we have that �g � �� � ��
A good IS scheme must satisfy j��j 	 j�j� Importance Sampling simulations result in the
following estimator for gX��

�E
�
fgX�g �

�

NIS

NISX
s��

g�x�s�wx�s� ��

where g��� is the indicator function under the biased pmf and NIS is the number of IS runs�
Here� x� indicates a sample under the biased pmf�

For any given event� there is a minimum number of elements that must be present in the
system for that event to occur� Let this minimum number of elements be denoted by Nmin�
Unless N � Nmin� no important events occur�

Let r � N 
 Nmin denote the number of elements above the minimum required to
potentially cause an important event� Hence� there are r degrees of freedom since these
extra r elements do not necessarily have to contribute to an important event�

Then� the conditional biasing algorithm proceeds as follows�
Conditional Biasing Algorithm�

� Set the Importance Sampling weight to wx�� � ��

� Sample r � N 
Nmin elements from the entire set S� Since this is the same as Monte
Carlo sampling� the IS weight remains unchanged� This step is required since for a
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valid IS estimate� all vectors x that result in important events must be included in the
biased distribution and there are r degrees of freedom� This step does not reduce the
e�ciency of IS� rather it is required to generate a valid IS scheme�

� Depending on the relative metric distances of the entries x�� � � � x
�
r�� and the function

���� determine subset Tr of S from which element r can be chosen and potentially
cause an important event� This constitutes the basis of the conditional biasing scheme
since the biased distribution for the entry of element r is chosen conditioned on the
entries of the previously sampled elements� The criteria to generate the subset Tr is
problem
dependent and should not omit any important events� In the conditional bias

ing scheme� Tr can also represent a noncontiguous set� All entries in Tr are equiprobable
and element r is sampled uniformly over Tr� This approach is more e�ective than para

metrically biasing the uniform distribution since it allows for noncontiguous sets� If the
uniform distributions were parametrically biased� we could only modify the parameters
�a� b� of the uniform distributions� Important events typically occur in noncontiguous
sets and since biasing cannot exclude important events� the ranges �a� b� must include
all noncontiguous sets that cause important events and other nonimportant elements
to make �a� b� contiguous� thus reducing e�ciency�

� If regular Monte Carlo simulation were used to sample for element r� the sampling
would be performed from the entire set S� Hence� the IS weight for element r is
calculated as wx�r� � jT� j

jSj
and the overall weight is updated as follows� wx�� 

wx��� jT�j
jSj

�

� For elements l such that r � l � N �

� Generate Tl from �x��� � � � � x
�
r��� x

�
r� � � � � x

�
l � d������

� Sample element l uniformly from Tl�

� wx��  wx��� jTlj
jSj

�

Proposition� For the conditional biasing scheme discussed above� wx�� � fXx��f�X�x���

Furthermore� for the IS estimator using the conditional biasing scheme� Ef�E
�
fgX�gg �

EfgX�g�
Proof� If Monte Carlo simulation were used� the vector x� would be sampled uniformly from
the set S� Then� we would have�

fXx��� x
�
�� � � � � x

�
N � �

�

jSjN
��

To apply Importance Sampling� we use the conditional biasing scheme� Hence� the pmf
under the IS scheme can be represented as follows�

f�X�x��� x
�
�� � � � � x

�
N� � f�X�x���f

�
X�x��jx

�
�� � � � f

�
X�x�N jx

�
�� x

�
�� � � � � x

�
N��� ��
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But according to the conditional biasing scheme� the �rst r � N
Nmin elements are sampled
uniformly from the set S and the remaining elements l for which r� � � l � N are sampled
over subsets Tl� Hence� the IS pmf can also be written as�

f�X�x��� x
�
�� � � � � x

�
N � �

�

jSj
�

�

jSj
� � �

�

jSj� �z �
r elements

�
�

jTrj
�

�

jTr��j
� � �

�

jTN j
���

By the de�nition of the IS weight and from �� and ���� we have the following�

wx�� �
fXx��

f�X�x��
� � � � � � � �� �z �

r elements

�
jTrj

jSj
�
jTr��j

jSj
� � �

jTN j

jSj
���

But� ��� is the same as the weight calculated in the conditional biasing scheme� Further

more� due to the independence of the IS experiments and from ��� the expected value of
the IS estimator is given by�

Ef�E
�
fgX�gg � Efg�x��wx��g ���

Note that g�x��f�X�x�� � gx��fXx��� Hence� using ���� the expected value of the IS
estimator can be rewritten as�

Ef�E
�
fgX�gg � EfgX�g ���

Thus� we establish that the conditional biasing algorithm generates correct IS weights� Fur

thermore� the IS estimator using the conditional biasing scheme is unbiased�

� Estimation of Jitter in ATM Switches

��� System Description

We consider an ATM switch� a model of which is shown in Fig� �� The tra�c into the
switch consists of 	�
byte ATM cells and is characterized by the ATM Forum standardized
tra�c descriptors consisting of the peak cell rate �� Mbps�� sustained cell rate �� Mbps� and
maximum burst length �B cells at the peak rate ����� The switch has NP input ports and NP

output ports and the number of connections is NC � NP � The output ports contain bu�ers
of in�nite capacity� Each connection is routed uniformly and instantaneously to one of the
output ports through a nonblocking shared bus� and we analyze a single output port to
which NC connections are routed� to be indicative of the performance of all output bu�ers�

There are C classes of tra�c� We consider the jitter for a �target� single
source CBR class
which is de�ned by the triplet ��CBR� ��CBR� �BCBR�� By convention� we assume the target CBR
class to be class �� Here� we de�ne jitter by the ATM Forum standardized �
Point Cell Delay
Variation CDV� de�nition ����� We consider dispersion ���� as a measure of jitter� The target
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Figure �� The ATM Switch Model�

CBR class is multiplexed with heterogeneous background tra�c� which can consist of di�er

ent VBR and CBR classes with triplets ��i� ��i� �Bi� for � � i � C� Of the background tra�c�

we de�ne the �dominant� VBR class as the VBR class for which ��VBR �
max

� � i � C

n
��i
o

and �BVBR �
maxn

ij��i � ��VBR
o n

�Bi

o
and we assume that there is a single dominant VBR class�

For the dominant VBR class� the triplet is given by ��VBR� ��VBR� �BVBR� and by convention�
we assume the dominant VBR class to be class �� The remaining background CBR and VBR
classes are referred to as the nondominant classes�

Each class has Ni connections� thus NCBR � NVBR �
PC

i��Ni � NC � For classes i �� ��
we assume that ��VBR � ki��i� where ki � Z� and ki � �� For the VBR classes� we make the
worst case assumption that the tra�c arrives according to the greedy pattern where in the
ON period� a source from VBR class i generates tra�c at the peak rate of ��i for a burst
duration of �Bi� and the OFF period is required to average out to the mean rate of ��i� Note
that it is also required that

PC
i��

��i �Ni � ���
For the simulation model� we normalize with respect to the peak rate of the dominant

VBR source� ��VBR� This results in a slotted
time system where one slot corresponds to the
transmission of a single 	�
byte ATM cell at the rate of ��VBR� After normalization� the
equivalent arrival rate of the dominant VBR source is � cell�slot and that of all other classes
i �� � is ��i���VBR � ��ki cells�slot� All classes i� � � i � C are periodic with the periods
given by�

TVBR �
��VBR �BVBR

��VBR

TCBR �
��VBR �BCBR

��CBR
�

k���CBR
��CBR

� k�

Ti� � � i � C �
��VBR �Bi

��i
�

ki��i
��i

���

Hence� the entire input tra�c has a super
period of TSP �
lcm

� � i � C
fTig� We assume
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Figure �� Slotted
time example pattern for CBR�VBR tra�c� one period�

TVBR to be integer multiples of ki� � � i � C� i �� � so that TVBR � TSP� After normalization�
the equivalent service rate is given by � � �����VBR cells�slot� An example of one period of the
resulting slotted
time pattern is plotted in Fig� � for ��VBR � � cells�slot� ��VBR � � cell�slot�
�BVBR � 	 cells plaid�� ��CBR � ��CBR � � cell�slot and �BCBR � � cell black� and ��� � �
cells�slot� ��� � � cells�slot and �B� � 	 cells white�� where the target CBR connection
starts at slot �� the dominant VBR connection starts at slot � and the nondominant VBR
connection starts at slot ��

The random component of this model is found in the connection starting
slots� Hence�
the elements � are the connections and the entries X correspond to the starting
slots of the
connections� In a vector X� the �rst entry corresponds to the starting
slot of the target
CBR connection� the next NVBR entries correspond to the starting
slots of the dominant
VBR connections and the remaining entries correspond to the starting
slots of the other
classes� Thus� we write�

x � �c�� v�� v�� � � � � vNVBR� x
�
� � � � � x

�
N�
� � � � � xC� � � � � � x

C
NC

� �	�

where c refers to the target CBR class� v refers to the dominant VBR class and xi refers
to class i for � � i � C� Once the starting
slots have been selected� the system behaves
deterministically and periodically� For this case� the sample spaces for the entries of each
class are given by�

S� � ��� � � � � TCBR 
 ��

S� � ��� � � � � TVBR 
 ��

Si� � � i � C � ��� � � � � Ti 
 �� ���

The sample space for X is then given by�

� � S
NCBR
� � S

NVBR
� � SN�

� � � � � � SNC

C

� �� � �� � �� � � � � � �C ���

where �� and �� correspond to the independent sample spaces for the CBR and VBR
starting
slots� respectively and �i� � � i � C correspond to the independent sample spaces
for the remaining classes� Note that j�j � TCBR�NCBR � TVBR�NVBR � T��N� � � � TC�NC �

In a superperiod TSP� the total number of target CBR pairs is given by�

Npairs �
TSP
TCBR

���
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For a given set of system parameters and for a given dispersion value 	� the maximum
number of target CBR pairs that can be dispersed is given by Jmax� Since there is only one
target CBR source and due to the periodicity of the system� we can assume� without loss
of generality� that c� � � in �	�� As in ���� let nDPj be the number of vectors that result
in exactly j pairs that are dispersed by more than 	 in steady state� Then� the dispersion
probability is given by�

PDP �
JmaxX
j��

�
j

Npairs

�
pDPj ���

where pDPj is the probability that exactly j pairs are dispersed by more than 	 in steady
state and is given by pDPj � nDPj�j�j� We rewrite ��� as follows�

PDP �
EfgX�g

EfhX�g
�

PJmax
j�� jpDPj
Npairs

���

Note that ��� is in the form of ��� where EfhX�g � Npairs� Thus� we only estimate
EfgX�g� Here� EfgX�g is similar to the multinomial formulation found in ��� where the
events fall in categories or �bins� � to Jmax depending on the number of pairs dispersed�
The exhaustive solution to ��� or ��� is intractable due to the large size of the set ��

��� Monte Carlo Simulation

Using Monte Carlo simulation� we can form an unbiased estimate of EfgX�g as follows�

�EfgX�g �
JmaxX
j��

j�pDPj ���

as in 	�� where �pDPj are the estimates of the individual probabilities pDPj as in ��� and are
given by�

�pDPj �
�

NMC

NMCX
s��

gjxs� ���

where NMC is the total number of Monte Carlo simulation runs and gjxs� is an indicator
for j cells being dispersed by more than 	 for sampled vector xs� The variance for the Monte
Carlo simulation is estimated as follows ����

�
��EfgX�g� �
JmaxX
j��

j��
��pDPj � ���

where the variance estimates for the individual bins are given by�

�
��pDPj � �
�

NMCNMC 
 ��

NMCX
s��

gjxs�
 �pDPj �
� ���
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Note here the estimate of PDP is given by

�PDP �
�EfgX�g

Npairs
�	�

and that the estimator variance of PDP is given by

�
� �PDP � �
�
��EfgX�g�

N�
pairs

���

��� Importance Sampling Using Conditional Biasing

In ATM networks� the probability of large dispersion is expected to be very low� typically on
the order of ���� and below� Monte Carlo simulation is not feasible at these probabilities�
Hence� we use Importance Sampling IS� to increase the e�ciency of the simulations�

The set of vectors that result in at least one pair being dispersed by more then 	 is given
by �g� For realistic systems� j�gj 	 j�j� We do not know �g a priori and hence sample
from a set �� as in Section �� for which �� � �g and for which j��j 	 j�j� We form the IS
estimate as in ��� as follows�

�E
�
fgX�g �

JmaxX
j��

j�p�DPj ���

and the individual estimates �p�DPj are found as follows�

�p�DPj �
�

nj

njX
s��

g�j x
�
s�w

�
j x

�
s� ���

where g�j x
�
s� is the indicator function for event g�� under the biased pdf and w�

j x
�
s� is the

IS weight function for the vector x�s�
The variance of the IS estimate is found as in ���� where the individual estimates

�
��p�DPj � are calculated as follows�

�
��p�DPj � �
�

njnj 
 ��

njX
s��

g�j x
�
s�w

�
j x

�
s�
 �p�DPj �

� ���

where nj is the number of IS runs for bin j� The con�dence intervals are generated as in ���
using the result that the con�dence interval for a weighted sum of individual multinomial
probabilities follows a �� distribution ����� The improvement factors speedup over Monte
Carlo simulation� are calculated as in ��� as follows�

�Rnet �

PJmax

j�� j��p�DPj �
 �p�DPj ��njPJmax

j�� j��
��p�DPj �
���
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Figure �� An illustration of supports for a CBR pair�

��� Importance Sampling Method

Dispersion occurs when the di�erence between the departure times of two consecutive target
CBR cells one target CBR pair�� Di�� 
Di� exceeds the speci�ed jitter 	� The dispersion
is caused by the arrival of background cells between the two target CBR cells�

In ���� the background tra�c was composed of homogeneous VBR sources� It was deter

mined that dispersion occurred due to the arrival of VBR cells in certain �supports�� which
indicate the time slot after which the VBR cells a�ect the dispersion of the CBR cells� The
support structure for a given pair of target CBR cells i and i� � is shown in Fig� �� Due to
the bursty nature of the VBR cells� the supports for a single pair were de�ned in the range
� � s � TCBR � �BVBR 
 �� For each support s� the following parameters were de�ned in ����
which were essential to the biasing procedure�

� Vmins�� the minimum number of cells required in the support s to cause CBR cells i
and i � � to be dispersed�

� Vmaxs�� the maximum number of cells from the homogeneous VBR sources� that can
arrive in support s� Unless Vmaxs� � Vmins�� dispersion is not possible for support s�

� Nmins�� the minimum number of VBR bursts necessary in support s to cause disper


sion� This is calculated as Nmins� �
l
Vmins��minfs� �BVBRg

m
�

� Vextras�� the �extra� number of VBR cells required to cause dispersion for support
s� By de�nition� for support s to cause dispersion� a VBR burst must be present at
the �rst slot of the support� Vextras� speci�es the extra number of cells necessary in
support s and is given by Vextras� � Vmins�
minfs� �BVBRg�

� rs�� the number of additional VBR bursts present in the system above the minimum
required� where rs� � NVBRs�
Nmins��

� f�s�� f�s�� � � � � frs�� which are the distances as described in ���� within which the
VBR bursts must arrive to cause dispersion� In the support s� there have to be at least
Nmins� bursts arriving within f�s� slots of each other or Nmins� � � bursts arriving
within f�s� slots of each other etc� for dispersion to occur�

� Fs�� a �ag indicating the presence of a VBR burst at the �rst slot of support s� Note
that Fs� � � is required for support s to cause dispersion�
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Using the above parameters for all supports s and all pairs p� � � p � Npairs� the IS algorithm
developed in ��� was used to sample starting
slot vectors and generate IS weight factors� Note
that in the case of homogeneous background VBR sources� the support structure is identical
for all CBR pairs p�

In this paper� the background tra�c can consist of a number of VBR and CBR sources�
which include the dominant VBR source� We will only bias the dominant VBR connection
and sample the remaining connections uniformly over their respective sample periods� since
the dominant VBR source is the most e�ective source that contributes to the dispersion of
target CBR cell pairs�

De�ne the norm jj � jj on S� such that for x � S�� jjxjj � x� The ordering � is de�ned such
that x � y if and only if x � y� Here� we de�ne the metric dx� y� � minfjx
yj� TSP
jx
yjg�
This metric compensates for the inherent periodicity of the system� If Monte Carlo simulation
were used� the pdf for vector x� would be given by�

fXx�� �
�

�

TCBR

��
�
�

�

TVBR

�NVBR
�
CY
i��

�
�

Ti

�Ni

���

The IS biasing procedure results in a biased pdf f�X�x���
The conditional biasing algorithm essentially uses the same parameters de�ned in the

above parameter list� However� the parameters are de�ned separately for each pair p and
support s� The algorithm initially samples all nondominant connections � � i � C over their
respective sample spaces Si� Subsequently� the algorithm calculates the following parameters�

� �V s� p�� the number of nondominant cells that are present in support s for pair p�

� �s� p�� a �ag indicating whether or not there are nondominant cells present at the
�rst slot of support s at pair p�

The parameters for the conditional biasing algorithm are then computed as follows�

� Vmins� p�� Compute Vmins� as in ���� Since the nondominant cells present in the
support contribute to the minimum number of cells required� Vmins� p� � Vmins� 

�V s� p��

� Vmaxs� p�� Here� Vmaxs� p� is the maximum number of dominant VBR cells that can
arrive at support s for pair p� Thus� Vmaxs� p� � NVBR �minfs� �BVBRg�

� Nmins� p�� Here� Nmins� p� is the minimum number of dominant VBR bursts re

quired at support s for pair p to cause dispersion� It is computed as Nmins� p� �l
Vmins� p��minfs� �BVBRg

m
�

� Vextras� p�� This is computed for the dominant VBR source as before� Vextras� p� �
Vmins� p�
minfs� �BVBRg�

� rs� p�� This is also computed as before� rs� p� � NVBRs� p�
Nmins� p��
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Figure �� Calculation of the distance f� for Vmins� p� � � and �s� p� � ��

� Fs� p�� De�ned similarly as above�

The overall minimum number of dominant VBR sources required to cause dispersion is
then given by Nover

min � mins minpfNmins� p�g� Hence� the overall number of extra dominant
VBR sources present is given by rover � NVBR 
 Nover

min � For each support s and pair p� the
distances fis� p� depend on Vextras� p� and Vmins� p� and are computed according to one of
the following categories�

� If Vmins� p� � �� this means that the cells of the nondominant connections present at
support s for pair p are su�cient to cause the desired target dispersion 	� This means
that all dominant VBR connections must be sampled over S��

� If Vextras� p� � �� a dominant burst at support s for pair p provides at least the nec

essary number of cells required to cause the desired target dispersion� Set Fs� p� � ��
Since Vextras� p� � �� we have Nmins� p� � � and rs� p� � NVBR 
 �� Calculate
f�s� p� � s 
 minfs� �BVBRg 
 jVextras� p�j� and calculate f�s� p�� � � � � fr�s�p	s� p� ac

cording to the �normal� calculation described below�

� If Vmins� p� � � and �s� p� � �� then the support s for pair p is de�ned by the
presence of nondominant cells at the �rst slot� Hence� a VBR burst is not required
at the �rst slot� Set Fs� p� � �� De�ne Vas� p� as the maximum number of aligned
dominant VBR bursts that can contribute to the target dispersion� The calculation of
Va for this case is illustrated in Fig� ��

We calculate Vas� p� �
�

Vmin�s�p	

minfs� 
BVBRg

�
resulting in

f�s� p� � s


	
Vmins� p�
 Vas� p� minfs� �BVBRg

Nmins� p� 
 Vas� p�



���

The distances f�s� p�� � � � � fr�s�p	s� p� are calculated according to the normal procedure
in ����

fr�r��s� p� �

�
s if f�s� p� � s
 r
s
 � otherwise

���

� If Vmins� p� � � and �s� p� � �� a VBR burst is required at the �rst slot� For
this case� the calculation of Vas� p� is illustrated in Fig� 	 and results in Vas� p� �
bVextras� p��minfs� �BVBRgc�
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Figure 	� Calculation of the distance f� for Vmins� p� � � and �s� p� � ��

Thus� as in ���� we obtain�

f�s� p� � s


	
Vextras� p�
 Vas� p� minfs� �BVBRg

Nmins� p�
 �
 Vas� p�



���

The distances f�s� p�� � � � � fr�s�p	s� p� are calculated according to the normal procedure
given above�

The conditional biasing scheme samples rover VBR starting
slots v��� � � � � v
�
rover� For con


nection l� rover � � � l � NVBR� v�l is sampled conditioned on the previous samples of all
nondominant classes and the dominant VBR class using the following stressed condition
indicator function�

For � � i � rs� p�  

�s�p�ix��� � � � � x
C
NC
� v��� � � � � v

�
l��� d����� �

��
�

� if � a GNmins� p� � i� � fv��� � � � � v
�
l��g �

d

�
max
�

fv � Gg�
min
�

fv � Gg

�
� fis� p�

� otherwise

�x��� � � � � x
C
NC

� v��� � � � � v
�
l��� d����� �

WTCBR�

BVBR��

s��

WNpairs
p��

Wr�s�p	
i�� �s�p�i

�	�

where a group GNmins� p� � i� is a set of any Nmins� p� � i elements�
max
�

and
min
�

denote the maximum and minimum under the ordering �� respectively� and
W

denotes the
logical or operator� In essence� the above stressed condition indicator function ��� returns
a � if the conditions for the target dispersion have been satis�ed and returns a � otherwise�
If the stressed condition indicator function ��� returns a �� all remaining VBR bursts are
sampled over S��

Depending on the connections sampled previously� connection v�l may not need to be
sampled from a restricted set� If the remaining NVBR 
 l connections are su�cient to cause
a dispersion greater than the target value� then v�l should be sampled over S� for the IS
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scheme to be valid� This condition is checked using the following indicator function�

For � � i � rs� p�  

�s�p�ix
�
�� � � � � x

C
NC

� v��� � � � � v
�
l��� d����� �

�
� if Bfis� p�� � NVBR 
 l � Nmins� p� � i� �
� otherwise

�x��� � � � � x
C
NC

� v��� � � � � v
�
l��� d����� �

WTCBR�

BVBR��

s��

WNpairs
p��

Wr�s�p	
i�� �s�p�i

���
where Bfis� p�� denotes the number of bursts within a distance of fis� p� of support s for
pair p� In essence� the above indicator function ��� returns a � if the next burst is not
necessarily required to cause dispersion beyond the target value since there are su�ciently
many bursts remaining to be sampled� The indicator function ��� is not related to the
stressed condition indicator function ���� but also contributes to the conditional nature of
the algorithm�

After the parameters for each support s and pair p are calculated� the set T s� p� from
which the next dominant VBR burst l is to be sampled for support s and pair p is given by�

Tls� p� �

��
�

��� TSP� if ��� � � or ��� � �h
TCBR 
 s � p 
 ��TCBR� TCBR 
 s � p
 ��TCBR � fr�s�p	s� p�

i
if ��� � �� ��� � � and Vmaxs� p� � Vmins� p�

� otherwise

���

Then� the overall region from which the next dominant VBR burst l is to be sampled is given
by�

Tl �
TCBR�


BVBR���
s��

Npairs�
p��

Tls� p� ���

Note that the set Tl need not be contiguous� The IS weight for VBR burst l is then calculated
as follows�

w�v�l � �
jT j

jS�j
���

A pseudocode of the Importance Sampling Algorithm that incorporates Conditional Biasing
follows�

simulation procedure�

� w � �� �� initialize IS weight ��

� unmark MC� �� initialize Monte Carlo flag ��

� for �s�� � s �� TCBR � �BVBR � � � s��	

� calculate Vmin�s�� �� initial cells required ��

� for �i�
 � i �� C � i��	
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� sample vi�� � � � � v
i
Ni

uniformly over Si� �� nondominant connections ��

� vi � �vi�� � � � � v
i
Ni
��

� for �p�� � p �� Npairs � p��	 �� all pairs ��

� for �s�� � s �� TCBR � �BVBR � � � s��	 �� all supports ��

� calculate �V �s� p�� ��s� p�� �� from nondominant connections ��

� Vmin�s� p�� Vmin�s�� �V �s� p�� �� reduction in cells required ��

� if Vmin�s� p� � ��

� mark MC� �� set the MC flag ��

� calculate Nmin�s� p�� r�s� p�� �� biasing parameters ��

� calculate f��s� p�� � � � � fr�s�p	�s� p��

� rover � NVBR �minsminpfNmin�s� p�g� �� degrees of freedom ��

� if �rover � �	 exit� �� not enough VBR connections ��

� v� � �zeros�NVBR��� �� initialize dominant VBR slots ��

� if MC� �� if MC� sample all bursts over S� ��

� for �l�� � l �� NVBR � l��	

� sample v��l� uniformly over S��

� return ��� v�� v�� � � � � vC�� w � �� �� return IS weight of � ��

� exit�

� else� �� if not MC� continue with algorithm ��

� for �l�� � l �� rover � l��	 �� the first rover bursts are MC ��

� sample v��l� uniformly over S��

� call update procedure �v�� Tl�� �� generates sample set ��

� for �l�rover � � � l �� NVBR � l��	 �� sample other bursts ��

� sample v��l� uniformly over Tl�

� w � w � jTlj�jS�j�

� call update procedure �v�� Tl�� �� update after every burst ��

� return ��� v�� v�� � � � � vC�� w� �� return the vector and IS weight ��

� exit�

update procedure�v�� Tl��

� for �p�� � p �� Npairs � p��	 �� all pairs ��

� for �s�� � s �� TCBR � �BVBR � � � s��	 �� all supports ��
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Source ��� ��� �B� T �
Mbps Mbps cells slots

CBR
t 	 	 � �

VBR
d� 	�� �� �� ����
VBR
d� 	�� �	 	� ����
VBR
d� ��� 	 �� ���

CBR
n� 	� 	� � �
CBR
n� �� �� � �

VBR
n� ��� �� 	 	�
VBR
n� 	� �	 � �

Table �� Input parameters for the delay jitter probabilities�

� calculate ����� �����

� if ���� � ��

� mark MC� �� set the MC flag ��

� Tl�s� p� � ��� TSP	�

� else if ���� � ��

� Tl�s� p� � ��� TSP	� �� only for the next burst ��

� if Vmax�s� p� � Vmin�s� p��

� Tl�s� p� �
h
TCBR � s � �p� ��TCBR� TCBR � s � �p� ��TCBR � fr�s�p	�s� p�

i
�

� else�

� Tl�s� p� � ��

� Tl �
S
s

S
p Tl�s� p��

� return Tl� �� the set to be sampled from ��

��� Experimental Results

For the delay jitter probabilities� we consider the sources for which the input parameters are
listed in Table �� We generated results for � systems� labeled � through �� which represent
di�erent combinations of background sources� The system parameters and derived param

eters for these systems are listed in Table �� In Tables � and �� �t� stands for target� �n�
stands for nondominant and �d� stands for dominant�

System � consists of the target CBR connection CBR
t� multiplexed with background
tra�c consisting of the dominant VBR source VBR
d� and the nondominant VBR source
VBR
n�� The dispersion or �
Point CDV probabilities are plotted in Fig� � for � �xed
dominant VBR
d� sources and � and 	 nondominant VBR
n� sources� resulting in utilizations
of ���� and ����� respectively� The target jitter value is varied from ���! of the CBR period
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System Sources ��� TSP� ��
Mbps slots cells�slot

� CBR
t� VBR
d�� VBR
n� �		 ���� ����
� CBR
t� VBR
d�� CBR
n�� VBR
n� ��� ���� �����
� CBR
t� VBR
d�� CBR
n� �		 ��� ����	

Table �� System parameters and derived parameters�

to 		�! of the CBR period� The solid curves in Fig� � are the dispersion probabilities and
the dashed curves are the improvement factors� The simulation stopping conditions were
set at �	
	� hits per bin� The �	! con�dence intervals are shown as bars and vary due to
the di�erent stopping conditions� As expected� the dispersion probability increases as more
background nondominant VBR sources are added� However� this di�erence decreases as the
target jitter value is decreased� As can be observed from Fig� �� the improvement factors
simulation speedup� are inversely proportional to the probability being estimated�

System � consists of the target CBR connection CBR
t� multiplexed with background
tra�c consisting of the dominant VBR source VBR
d�� the nondominant CBR source CBR

n� and the nondominant VBR source VBR
n�� The �
Point CDV probabilities are plotted in
Fig� � for �� �xed dominant VBR
d� sources and two con�gurations of nondominant sources�
The con�guration with � VBR
n� source and � CBR
n� source has a utilization of ��	� and
the con�guration with 	 VBR
n� sources and � CBR
n� sources has a utilization of ���	�
The target jitter value is varied from ���! of the CBR period to �	�! of the CBR period�
The di�erence between the two dispersion estimates appears almost constant until ���! and
increases after ���! dispersion� Again� it can be observed from Fig� � that the improvement
in simulation e�ciency is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated�

For System �� the target CBR
t connection is multiplexed with dominant VBR sources
VBR
d� and nondominant CBR sources CBR
n�� The results are plotted in Fig� � for ��
dominant VBR
d� sources with � nondominant CBR
n� source and � nondominant CBR
�
sources� resulting in utilizations of ���� and ����� respectively� Results similar to the previous
cases are observed� However� as expected� more nondominant CBR sources are necessary
to cause an increase in the dispersion as compared to nondominant VBR sources� From
Fig� �� we once again observe that the simulation speedup is inversely proportional to the
probability being estimated�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we presented an Importance Sampling scheme for systems with input processes
characterized by uniform distributions� which uses a conditional biasing algorithm� After se

lecting an initial biasing strategy� the conditional biasing algorithm adaptively modi�es the
biasing strategy as samples are drawn� thus increasing simulation e�ciency� The overall
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scheme also employs a problem
dependent function to select the initial and modi�ed biasing
strategies� This problem
speci�c component allows the algorithm to be suitably adapted to
the requirements of a diverse set of problems that are characterized by uniform input distri

butions� The combined scheme provides for a more e�ective approach than parametrically
biasing the uniform input distributions� To demonstrate the technique� we used conditional
biasing to estimate rare jitter probabilities in ATM switches with constant bit rate CBR�
tra�c multiplexed with heterogeneous background tra�c which can consist of variable bit
rate VBR� tra�c and other CBR tra�c� For the experimental systems considered� for
which the background tra�c consisted of di�erent combinations of VBR and CBR tra�c�
the improvement in simulation e�ciency was observed to be inversely proportional to the
probability being estimated�
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